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Goal
❏ Uploaded AESlib, a widely used AES 

implementation for Arduino, as the basis for our 
encryption algorithm 

❏ pattern = HW(SBOX(H⊕K))
❏ Developed a serial-connection based data 

collection framework to send plaintexts to the 
Arduino for encryption and read the resulting 
power trace from the oscilloscope

❑ We aim to demonstrate a realistic side-channel based attack on 
the popular Advanced Encryption Standard(AES) algorithm 
uploaded to an ATMega328 chip

❑ These chips, present on the widely used development board 
Arduino Uno, are notoriously vulnerable to a range of these 
attacks

❑ After encrypting randomly chosen plaintexts to the chip, we aim 
to compare observed to expected power consumption of each 
plaintext in order to extract the 128-bit key used during AES

Methodology 
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Research Challenges
❏ Developing connection between Arduino and the oscilloscope 

involving the ATMega328 chip and trigger signal probe
❏ Modifying AESlib in assembly code to include only the SBOX 

portion of the power trace
❏ Dealing with large amount of data with limited memory
❏ Learning different aspects of power side channel attack and 

collecting multiple samples to minimize noise in the signals

Motivations and Objectives
❑ Motivations

▪ Currently, AES encryption is used for common smart home 
devices. The trust of smart devices is increasing, but the 
system is vulnerable to attacks

❑ Objectives

▪ Perform a power based side channel attack and a 
correlation power analysis to successfully extract the AES 
encryption key 

▪ Raise awareness of this security threat to protect consumers 
of “trusted” products 

❑ Figure 1 below represents the results of 
correlation power analysis of AES with 500 
plaintext power trace samples. The correct 
subkey is not clearly distinguishable from 
false subkey guesses

❏ Encrypted multiple plaintext with different keys 
and collected multiple power signals to build a 
power model that contains expected power 
consumption

❏
❏ Performed correlation power analysis to 

determine the key with the highest correlation 
coefficient

❑ Figure 2 shows the correlation power 
analysis which depicts all possible key 
guesses of the plaintext encryption. The 
highest peak in the graph corresponds to the 
maximum correlation coefficient of the 
expected power consumption that matches 
the pattern
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